We have finally made it into Le Monde. I don't think that we ever expected to be mentioned in a story written in France's top evening newspaper even though we have often made it into smaller papers. Most notably when one of the Roanne papers did a story about our Thanksgiving dinner in 2001, or the time that...
we ran over a car in middle of the Canal du Centre
and made the front page of the local newspaper.

This time though, we are not mentioned by name and our boat's name didn't make it into the
story either, but we are still happy that Paris has taken notice of our comings and goings. They
almost mentioned us when they wrote, "les mariniers", and that was enough for us.  *On a les c
hevilles qui e
nflent!*

http://www.lemonde.fr/web/recherche_breve/1,13-0,37-1086909,0.html